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The subtitle of this book is ‘‘An in-depth guide to writing,

editing, tracking, and submitting the original IND and

applicable IND amendments.’’ This book is a clear and

thorough guide to the preparation, writing, publishing, submis-

sion, and monitoring of documents that FDA requires drug

sponsors to submit. Although the title and subtitle focus on IND

submissions, in fact the book covers in depth a few other types

of FDA submissions as well, such as orphan drug applications

and FDA meeting requests.

The book is set up like a training manual for those who are

entering regulatory affairs for drug products, and it is a good

one. It would be useful as a textbook for a regulatory affairs

course or to study for certification. Although it is very basic,

it might also be useful as a desk reference for a regulatory

affairs department for a quick look at an applicable chapter

when a quick answer is needed.

Topics include all aspects of INDs, including administrative

aspects of submissions (creating style guides and templates; tips

on writing and coordinating writing by a group; FDA forms),

paper and electronic submissions, tracking submissions, manag-

ing references, CTD format, electronic document management

systems, FDA meetings, dispute resolution, expanded use INDs,

exploratory INDs, IND amendments, protocols, transfers of

obligations, investigator’s brochures, safety reports, fast-track

designation, responding to clinical holds, special protocol assess-

ments, statistical analysis plans, filing at clinicaltrials.gov, CMC

issues, orphan drug issues, USAN and proprietary name develop-

ment, inactivating and reactiving an IND, and drug master files.

The book does not seem to miss any IND-related topics, and

everything I read was very accurate and also easy to read. The

organization of the book is roughly along the lines of how one

would go about initiating and maintaining an IND. However,

surprisingly many introductory concepts are not introduced

until chapters 22, 26, and 27.

This is a sizable book, with 530 pages of relatively large

dimensions (approximately 11’’ � 12’’). It has a plastic spiral

binding, but that is mounted within an attractive solid

hardcover backing. The spiral binding appears intended to

allow readers to remove the spiral-bound pages from the hard

cover so that pages can be turned back on the spiral. Each of

the 62 chapters is marked with a thick-tabbed divider with each

topic clearly marked on the tab, which is extremely convenient

and makes its use as a reference tool easier, particularly since

the book lacks an index. Its 33-page detailed table of contents

partially compensates for this as well.

One of the most impressive aspects of this book is the

accompanying CD-ROM, containing template documents,

arranged by chapter, for 54 of the chapters. With artificial

‘‘samples’’ of FDA meeting requests, completed FDA forms,

etc, as well as a sample style guide and examples of the types

of letters that FDA sends to drug sponsors, this CD-ROM

collection could be worthwhile for any new regulatory affairs

department to obtain.

There is no information about author Meredith

Brown-Tuttle in the book. A quick search on the Internet

reveals that she has been active in regulatory affairs as a

consultant and at a number of consulting firms over the

years, was on the Board of Editors at the Regulatory Affairs

Professionals Society (RAPS) for many years, and teaches

regulatory affairs at the University of California, Santa

Cruz.
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